
   

 

 

 

   

 

 

  

   

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

   

 

 

Geoenginee pola glacie s to slow sea level  ise 

Stalling the fastest flows of ice into the oceans would buy us a few centu ies to deal with 

climate change and p otect coasts, a gue John C. Moo e and colleagues. 

Greenlan  an  Antarctica‘s ice sheets will contribute more to sea level rise this century than any 

other source1. A two  egree Celsius increase is pre icte  to swell the global oceans by aroun  20 

cm on average. Most large coastal cities will face sea levels more than a metre higher by 21001. 

If nothing is  one, by the en  of the century up to 5% of the worl ’s population will be floo e  

each year. For example, a 0.5m rise on China’s Guangzhou an  Pearl River  elta woul   isplace 

over a million people; a 2m rise woul  affect more than 2 million. Without coastal protection, the 

global cost of  amages may reach US$ 50 trillion a year. Sea walls an  floo   efences cost tens 

of billions of  ollars a year to construct an  maintain6. 

At this price, geoengineering is competitive. For example, Hong Kong’s international airport, 

which involve  buil ing an artificial islan  to a   1% to the city’s lan  area, cost aroun  US$20 

billion. China’s Three Gorges Dam, spanning the Yangtze River to control floo s an  generate 

power, cost $US 33 billion. 

We believe that geoengineering glaciers on a similar scale coul   elay significant amounts of 

Greenlan  an  Antarctica’s groun e  ice from reaching the sea for centuries, buying time to 

a  ress global warming. This is plausible in our view because about 90% of ice flowing from the 

Greenlan 3 an  Antarctic4,5 sheets into the sea travels in narrow, fast streams, tens of kilometres 

or less across. Fast glaciers sli e on a film of water or wet se iment2. Stemming the largest flows 

woul  allow the ice sheets to thicken, slowing or even reversing their contribution to sea level 

rise. 

Yet geoengineering of glaciers has receive  har ly any attention in research journals. Most 

people assume it is unfeasible an  environmentally un esirable. We  isagree. We un erstan  

why most people are hesitant to interfere with glaciers. As glaciologists, we know well the 

pristine beauty of these places. But we have also stoo  on ice shelves that are now open-ocean. If 



  

   

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

we  o nothing, ice sheets will keep shrinking an  the losses will accelerate. Even if we slash 

emissions, which looks unlikely, it woul  take  eca es for the climate to stabilize. 

Is allowing a ‘pristine’ glacier to waste away worth forcing a million people from their homes? 

10 million? 100 million? Shoul  we spen  vast sums to wall off all the worl ’s coasts, or can we 

a  ress the problem at its source? Geoengineering is a political or societal choice. People’s 

reactions  epen  on how the issue is frame . Buttressing glaciers nee s a serious look. It shoul  

have fewer global environmental impacts than other proposals being  iscusse  for re ucing sea 

level rise, such as injecting aerosols into the stratosphere to reflect sunlight an  cool the planet. 

To stimulate  iscussion, here we present three ways to  elay the loss of the ice sheets. 

1. Block wa m wate Jakobshavn glacier in western Greenlan  is one of the fastest moving ice 

masses on Earth. This one glacier contributes more to sea level rise than any other in the northern 

hemisphere. Ice loss from Jakobshavn explains aroun  4% of 20th century sea level rise, or 

about 0.06 millimetres per year. 

Jakobshavn glacier is retreating at its front. At the mouth of Ilulissat fjor , relatively warm water 

from the Atlantic is flowing over a shallow sill (300 m  eep) an  eating away at the glacier’s 

base (Fig. 1). Making the sill shallower woul  re uce the volume of warm water an  slow the 

melting. More sea ice woul  form. Icebergs woul  lo ge on the sill an  prop up the glacier. 

A 100m-high wall with sloping si es coul  be built across the 5km fjor  in front of Jakobshavn 

glacier by  re ging aroun  0.1 km3 of gravel an  san  from Greenlan ’s continental shelf. This 

berm coul  be cla  in concrete to stop it being ero e . The scale of the berm woul  be 

comparable with existing large civil engineering constructions. For example, ten times more 

material -- 1 km3 -- was excavate  to buil  the Suez Canal. Hong Kong’s airport require  aroun  

0.3 km3. The Three Gorges Dam use  0.028 km3 of cast concrete. 

Construction woul  be ar uous an  potentially hazar ous in col  waters littere  with ice bergs. 

Local reactions woul  be mixe . The project woul  create employment but large numbers of 



 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

   

   

 

  

 

  

    

   

 

outsi e workers woul  have to be brought in. Ecology, fisheries an  tourism may be affecte . 

Glacier se iments supply nutrients for plankton growth an  increase  turbulence  uring 

construction, an  loss of se iment once the glacier was slowe , woul  affect marine ecosystems. 

Buil ing such a berm woul  tell us whether glacial geoengineering is feasible, or of 

unanticipate  consequences. But it woul  have only a small impact on 2100 global sea levels as 

Greenlan ’s contribution is likely to be just 10-20 cm. Antarctica will be the largest contributor. 

An  geoengineering there will require even larger an  more challenging projects. 

2. Suppo t ice shelves 

Where Antarctica’s ice sheets reach the sea, ice flows out into floating shelves. Pinne  by rocks 

an  islan s, these platforms hol  back glaciers a vancing from within the continent an  limit 

how much ice reaches the sea. As air an  ocean aroun  Antarctica warm, these ice shelves are 

becoming thinner. They are breaking up into icebergs, which flow north an  melt8. In 2002, 

scientists were shocke  when 58% of the vast 9700 km2 Larsen B ice shelf collapse . Half a 

 ozen other shelves aroun  the Antarctic Peninsula have shattere  in the past 30 years. Those 

fringing the Amun sen Sea are becoming thinner. 

Sheer cliffs are left behin  when an ice sheet collapses. These crumble, accelerating the glacier’s 

retreat10 .  The West Antarctic ice sheet is especially vulnerable as its be  rock lies below sea-

level an  is  eeper inlan , making it vulnerable to runaway retreat via the marine ice sheet 

instability9. Warm ocean currents in the Amun sen Sea are melting the bottoms of floating parts 

of the glaciers, making the sheets more unstable <check ok?]. 

The Pine Islan 4 an  Thwaites5 glaciers in West Antarctica are the largest potential sources of sea 

level rise over the next two centuries. Both glaciers are losing height an  flowing more quickly: 

Pine Islan  Glacier reache  about 4km/year in 2009 compare  with 2.5 km/year in 1996. Mo els 

pre ict that by 2150 these two glaciers might  isgorge ice 10 times faster than present rates, 

contributing 4 cm per year to global sea level rise (10). 



  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

One solution is to artificially pin the ice shelves in front of the two glaciers by constructing 

berms an  islan s, exten e  from outcrops or built on the seafloor. For example, the shelf 

buttressing Pine Islan  Glacier coul  be jamme  by a berm on Jenkins Ri ge, a high point below. 

We estimate this woul  require aroun  6 km3 of material, 60 times more than for plugging the 

Jakobshavn fjor . Small 300m-high artificial islan s in other places woul  require 0.1 km3 of 

material each. A large berm (10-50 km3) in the open bay coul  prevent warmer waters from 

entering. 

Whether such engineering feats woul  successfully  elay sea level rise, an  for how long, 

requires a better un erstan ing of many factors: how the ocean circulates below ice shelves; how 

floating ice fractures an  calves ice bergs; an  how glaciers sli e an  ero e at their bases. A 

thorough stu y woul  be nee e  of the stresses that pinne  ice shelves coul  sustain without 

fracturing. Mo els of ice  ynamics shoul   etermine the most effective locations for pinning. 

Material coul  be shippe  to Antarctica from elsewhere in the worl , or  re ge  or quarrie  

locally. But it woul  be practically  ifficult for engineers to work aroun  the ice shelves, which 

grow an  shrink as the glaciers, sheets an  con itions fluctuate. Sea ice woul  also get in the 

way. Technologies may nee  to be  evelope  to operate beneath floating ice. Major  isturbances 

to local ecosystems woul  be expecte  an  require thorough assessment.  

3. D y subglacial st eams 

Fast-sli ing ice streams supply 90% of ice entering the sea. Frictional heat as the ice sli es over 

the be  accounts for about 90% of the water at the base of the ice streams. This water acts as a 

lubricant, spee ing up the flow, which in turn generates more heat, an  creates more water an  

slippage. 

Glaciers in Greenlan  an  at lower latitu es are relatively wet as their surfaces melt in summer. 

Summer melt reaches the be  through moulins, buil ing an efficient seasonal  rainage system, in 

contrast to Antarctica, where there is little surface melt reaching the be .. For example, the base 

of Pine Islan  Glacier releases about 50 m3 of water per secon , which is only about 10 mm/year 



  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

over the catchment (2). Removing this thin layer of water will increase  rag, slow the glacier an  

re uce friction an  heating. The glacier will stall an  it will thicken. 

It is  ifficult to access the be  of a glacier beneath a kilometre of ice. But there are prece ents. 

The IceCube Neutrino Observatory at the South Pole has use  jets of hot water to  rill 60 holes 

to  epths of 1500-2500m in the ice sheet. At Engabreen, Norway, 30-40 m3 of meltwater from 

the base of a 200 m thick glacier is fe  each secon  to the Svartisen hy ropower plant via a 100-

km network of 5m-wi e tunnels in the un erlying rock, which cost aroun  $500 million <ok? in 

total]. 

Deeper subglacial water in Antarctica is un er pressure an  shoul   rain to the ocean without 

pumping. It coul  also be frozen by circulating coole  brines beneath the 10 m-thick layer of 

se iment scoure  at the glacier’s base. The Pine Islan  glacier might be reache  via the nearby 

volcanic outcrops of the Hu son Mountains. These lie within 80 km of the glacier an  the coast 

an  woul  be a goo  base for research into the sub-glacial environment an  ice shelves. Again, 

the costs of such projects appear comparable to other large energy an  civil engineering works. 

Feasibility t ials 

Glaciologists an  engineers shoul  establish the scientific viability of these projects through 

fiel work an  computer mo elling. The glaciers concerne  nee  extensive stu y, inclu ing 

mapping the geomorphology of their be s an  the rates at which they are melting. More 

observations are nee e  of the North Atlantic’s flow onto the Greenlan  shelf. Climate mo els 

nee  to  o a better job of simulating the Southern Ocean. 

Potential risks, especially to local ecosystems, nee  careful analysis. In our view though, the 

greatest risk is  oing nothing – or if the interventions  on’t work. The local impacts of 

construction woul  be  warfe  by both the local impacts of the ice sheet’s collapse an  the 

global impacts of rapi  sea level rise. Unexpecte  consequences might arise. For instance, if an 

efficient  rainage system exists at the glacier's base, then removing water might accelerate the 

ice sheet flow. <ok?] 



    

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

      

 

Implementation woul  require global consent. Antarctica is governe  by the Antarctic Treaty. 

Research there is un ertaken within the multilateral framework of Scientific Committee on 

Antarctic Research (SCAR), which meets in June. Countries finance research programmes base  

on their interests, an  a few coul  take a lea . For example, researchers in China are preparing a 

$3 billion plan for Antarctic research in the next  eca e that inclu es a  ressing the feasibility of 

targete  geoengineering schemes like ours. Options for buil ing a research base in the Hu son 

Mountains, to access the glaciers flowing into the Amun sen Sea, shoul  be  iscusse .  

Aroun  Greenlan , sea levels will fall as ice is lost from its interior, re ucing the sheets’ 

gravitational pull <ok?]. This may be as inconvenient for coastal communities as rising seas. 

Collaborations an  cultural exchanges <meaning what exactly – discussions? Joint  esea ch 

p ojects?] might be explore  between Greenlan ers an  those most at risk of rising sea levels, 

for example in the small islan  states. 

Geoengineering of glaciers will not mitigate global warming from greenhouse gases. The fate of 

the ice sheets will  epen  ultimately on how quickly we bring  own emissions. If they peak 

soon, it shoul  be possible to preserve the ice sheets until they are again viable. If emissions keep 

rising, the aim will become managing the collapse of the ice sheets to smooth the rate of sea 

level rise an  ease a aptation. 
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Fig. 1. Jakobshavn Glacier (JG), ice flow (blue arrows) into Ilulisat fjord. The cross section 

shows observed ocean potential temperatures7 from summer 2013. Warm Fjord Water (WFjW),in 

Disko Bay is influenced by the relatively warm and widespread Atlantic Water. A berm on the sill 

could have two benefits: preventing inflow of warm fjord water and increasing the backstress 

due to increased grounding of icebergs at the fjord entrance. The inset of Greenland shows the 

view point (black arrow) for the 3D picture and other large drainage basins with narrow outlets 

based on a flowline routing algorithm8 of J: Jakobshavn, Z: Zachariae, and K: Kangerdlugssuaq 

that have all experienced mass loss recently3, and P: Petermann glacier. 3D picture courtesy of 

Carsten Thuesen, Geological Survey of Denmark and Greenland. 

Fig. 2.  A slice through the centreline of Pine Island Glacier (PIG), showing ice flow (blue 

arrows) with a 10×vertical exaggeration. The colours represent the dramatic simulated ice 

velocity slowdown in response to increased basal friction in a small part of the bed mimicking 

drying. Red colours indicate slowdowns of 4 km/yr while yellow and green are around 200 m/yr. 

 unataks rising above the ice sheet are brown. The PIG grounding line is currently retreating 

from Jenkins Ridge at around 500m below sea level into an over-deepened trough more than 1 



  

 

 

km deep. Model-based studies indicate that PIG is already undergoing irreversible retreat4. This 

retreat may be halted through geoengineering by 1) building a berm promoting re-grounding on 

Jenkins Ridge; 2) increasing basal resistance upstream of the grounding line – e.g. by pumping 

out subglacial water (cyan boreholes), diverting it to rock tunnels (black), or freezing it in situ. 

The inset of West Antarctica ice flow speed (white is no data), shows Thwaites Glacier (TG) and 

the view point for the main image of PIG. 




